2018 DONORS

LEGACY DONORS - $1,000 TO $2,499

- Cindy Ackerman
- Malinda Bingham - In memory of my mother, Malinda Bingham
- Cindy Cartwright
- Suzanne M. Foster
- Ross Jones
- Judith Lichtman & Stephan Tieszen
- Jane Missimer - In honor of Ross Jones’ 35 years of service to RRCUS

FOUNDERS OF RRCF - $500 TO $999

- Kiki Courtelis
- GVFRRRC
- Stacy Fineburg - In Memory of Walker, Swayo, Myka, Wrigley, Broka, Buckley and Hudzon
- Rhonda Johnson
- Network for Good (Pat Hoffmann FB birthday fundraiser)

FRIENDS OF RRCF - UP TO $499.00

- Judy Abels
- Catherine Acosta
- Deborah Ahern-Ridlon
- Megan Brendel
- Megan Sexton Brendel - In Memory of Dudley Hackney
- Beverly Brown - In Memory of Dudley Hackney
- Erin Coogan
- Deb Cooper
- Linda Cunabaugh
- Margaret S. Davis
- Paula Edris
- Sally Fineburg
- Catherine Ford
- Catherine Ford - In Memory of Dudley Hackney
- Sharon Gardner
- Billy Hammond - In Memory of Dudley Hackney
- Stacey Head - In memory of Akila, a beautiful and beloved family member
- Pat Hoffmann
- Pat and Bob Hoffmann - In Memory of Dudley Hackney
Pat and Bob Hoffmann - In Memory of our "Gibson"
Margaret Johnson
Karen LaFleur
Karen LaFleur - In Memory of Dudley Hackney
Judith Lichtman - In Memory of Dudley Hackney
Anne Long - In Memory of Dudley Hackney
Jose Longoria
Tracy Fry Longoria
Kathy Lordier
Bonnie Louden - In Memory of Dudley Hackney
Jia Lu
William and Joan Mahone - in memory of Isa Bella the Knight
Loretta R. Martin
Ann C. Meyer
Jane Missimer
James N Moffett - In Memory of Dudley Hackney
Janet Mobley
Alexandra G. Moore
Susan Newman
Susan and Joe Newman - In Memory of Dudley Hackney
Shana Owen
Suzanne Paskins - In Honor of Paul Paskins Forever in My Heart
Richard and Patty Pate - In Memory of Dudley Hackney
Ric and Caren Payne- In Memory of Dudley Hackney
Melissa Peterson
Meg Willis-Redfern
Celia L Ruckel
Barbara G. Rupert - In Memory of Dudley Hackney
Salem Electric CO - In Memory of Dudley Hackney
Rosann Sexton
Michael R. Smith
Paula M. Steele - In Memory of Dudley Hackney
Karen Stewart - In Memory of Dudley Hackney
Elizabeth Sullivan
Louise Vangsgaard
Joseph Vogler - In Memory of Dudley Hackney
Kathy Walkoviak
Gail Day Walters - In Memory of Dudley Hackney
Mary Wilson
John Wyszynski
John Wyszynski - In Memory of Dudley Hackney
Sally Cooper Yancy - In Memory of Dudley Hackney
Kate Zimmer Dennis and Nancy Roberts
Theresa Rodgers
Mark and Kathleen Russell
J.P. Sand
Danielle Sand DVM
Rosann Sexton - In memory of Bob Ackerman, MD and Dick Rupert
Shannon Schmit
Rosemary Simpson - In memory of Harley
Michael and Linda Smith
Jean Spengel - In memory of Dick Rupert
Rosemary Sterner
Christine St George - In memory of Jubalee's Is That Your Final Answer? "Regis"
Sally Swenson
Millie Taplin
Melinda Thacker - In memory of Bella Miller
Patricia Thompson
Kathryn Tominey - In memory of Bowtie
Barbara Turpin - In memory of Diva
Mary Warfield - In memory of Shilo
Jayme Wessels
Pam Whitley
Kerry Williams - In memory of Mandela
Megan Willis-Redfern - In Memory of Eve - CH Windriver's Crimson Arrow LCM CD SC CGC ROM VC
Keith Wolverton
Paige and Adie Woodward
Steve and Connie Wright
John Wyszynski